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Grandma Remembers
A journal to complete with treasured memories

Keynote
Filled with questions about her early life and childhood, family, marriage, loves, hates and
achievements, any grandmother – new or old – will enjoy completing the book and
creating something truly unique: her own autobiography.

Description
This beautiful book can only be made more so by the memories and
reminiscences penned by a grandmother for her grandchildren. 

Filled with questions about her early life and childhood, family, marriage, loves, hates and
achievements, any grandmother – new or old – will enjoy completing the book and
creating something truly unique: her own autobiography.

At a time when, with mobiles, emails and video calls, communication should be at its
easiest, sometimes a great deal of real life gets overlooked and forgotten. With this
wonderful book you can take the time to recollect and think about precious memories,
noting them down for your loved ones and thus providing them with a treasure trove of
information for generations to come.

Sales Points
Beautifully designed with plenty of space for memories, anecdotes, musings and
special thoughts, as well as photographs and souvenirs
The perfect gift for grandma – be she new to the position or an experienced gran
A wonderful keepsake to be passed on to grandchildren and to generations still to
come
From the publishers of Grandmother's Wisdom and A Book for Granny
Published to tie in with Grandparents' Day
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